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FlixMix 1.5

The first fully animated puzzle game.  

FlixMix is universally appealing and a
world apart from adventure, war and 
role playing games.

They're Alive!    Discover FlixMix and watch your computer bring 
stunning animations to life.    You'll never look at puzzles the same 
way again because these puzzles move.    Even as individual 
pieces they retain their animation.    At 18 frames per second!    
FlixMix is amazing.    It's the perfect blend of CD-quality animation 
and gaming challenge you'll never get tired of.    Impossible?    
Consider this:    Four game modes for each one of nine dazzling 
animations plus piece count options.    Then add five skill levels 
that give you 1000's of variations to choose from.    Get FlixMix for 
endless hours of challenging and fun entertainment.

Enjoy Four Different Modes of Play!

SINGLE MINGLE - For puzzle enthusiasts!

Puzzles can take minutes or days to solve depending on the 
puzzle, features selected, and your skill.    Literally 1000's of 
variations!

JOINT VENTURE - Perfect for parties!

An entertaining multi-player mode, in which the next player takes 
over where the previous player left off.

SCRAMBLECADE - For arcade addicts!

One player works through an increasingly difficult sequence of 
puzzles while battling the clock.    With five difficulty settings and 
more than 170 puzzle levels!
MIX 'N' MATCH - For serious competitors only!

Head-to-head match-ups provide intense competition as players 
take turns demonstrating their proficiency on each puzzle.

Other FlixMix Features

*    Pieces can be mirrored or upside down.



*    Pieces blank out and have to be touched to be redisplayed.

*    Variable number of objects in animations.

*    Original and classical music in 18-channel stereo.

The Critics Love FlixMix

FlixMix has been well received by the entertainment software 
industry.    Electronic Games magazine gave it a 92% for overall 
quality and playability.    EG Editor Arnie Katz called it "The best 
puzzle game of its type yet published."    Computer Games was 
also impressed and gave FlixMix a high rating of 87%.    Games 
Magazine included FlixMix in its Top 100 for 1993.    Chosen by 
Electronic Games as one of the Top Three Strategy Games.    
Nominated for Best Strategy Game of 1993 by the Software 
Publishers Association.

Minimum System Requirements:
CPU:    286/12
RAM:    640K
Hard disk space:    1.5 MB
Graphics card/monitor:    VGA video card with 256K video 
memory minimum
Mouse:    Recommended
Operating system:    DOS 3.0 or higher
Other:    SoundBlaster and Adlib sound boards supported


